December 21, 2017 • Thur • 7:30-8pm

The Voice of Humanity now calls to all of us to transform this current Dark Chaos surrounding us into a brilliant Harmonious Light. In Lynne McTaggart’s latest book, The Power of Eight, she provides scientific proof that we are fully capable of co-creating such a manifestation. People from around the world will join us this night as we unite with one another to electrify the powers of group intent that transform outer darkness to inner light.

Join us as we gather together for the Festival of Light, uniting with other groups around our world as we manifest the powers of harmony that heal our minds, hearts, and souls as we co-create global, harmonious intent. A perfect opportunity for you to choose to move into greater resonance with peace, love, and healing for the holiday season.

1st segment (local option … 7pm)
Release from the Darkness … opening sacred space … ritual of the Miraculous-Self

2nd segment (local option … 7:15pm)
Embodying the Light … releasing the Light-Within … connecting with all of life.

3rd segment (global meditation … 7:30-8pm)
Manifesting a Harmonious World … ritual of common healing … affirm and send forth our blessedness as beings of the Light and co-creators of a new reality.

Register your city/town to join this Sevens global unity event. Simply send a short email to teachonlylove@yahoo.com noting the city, how many you expect to join you, and the contact person’s email address (address won’t be posted to prohibit spam). In return, you will receive for free the sacred solfeggio symbols that you may use within the Grand Gateway, which you may set for your group to gather in. On these solfeggio symbols, you may place the same stones used in the Angelic Gate of Grace at each colored position. You will also receive instructions on how to build the Grand Gateway:

go to www.gwhardin.com … click on “Articles” … then click on “The Grand Gateway …”